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An Extra $1.3 Million —
Yours To Keep Or Lose
That was the opportunity for one mill when its measurements revealed
the magnitude of its sawing variation and the cause—and cost—of its
grade loss.
The mill’s managers concluded they’d get a surprising revenue boost by
using stainless steel saws. They also grasped the extent of the amount that
had been lost to downgrade. Money lost just to save a few thousand dollars
in operating costs.

If You’re Responsible
For Maximizing Quality
And Revenue, Read This
You are—literally—cutting value from your
lumber and profit from your bottom line
when you saw inaccurately. And for guided
circular saws in gang edgers, the dominant
cause of undersize lumber is deflection of the
saw plate. The right stainless steel saws can
keep the wood on the board in the places
where you need it most. Our mill tests—
cutting real wood in real saw mills—prove it.

Relative Sawing Variation
Alloy Steel

Single Arbor Wedging

Every time you cut logs with alloy steel
blades, sawing variation like wedging or offset
can rob you of revenue. That’s revenue that
rightfully should be yours. It can be, when
you follow a straightforward method to
measure—and then reduce—this serious
(and common) problem.
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The Tests Are Indisputable
If you make lumber in a saw mill, you’ve most likely suffered lost grade and the corresponding
revenue loss. This third in a series of Sawing Technology Updates continues our discussion on
the importance of accurate sawing. In Update No. 1, we described the physical properties that
keep stainless steel saws stiffer than alloy steel saws, and, thus, guarantee that they’ll cut
straighter, longer. In Update No. 2, we discussed the relationship between stainless steel saws,
straighter cutting and reduced grade loss.
This Update explains the process that can help you compare the difference in deflection
between alloy steel and stainless steel saws and project the added revenue your mill potentially
can book.

Proper Testing Goes Beyond Size Control
Size control programs help you monitor your sawing process. Using a limited number of
measurements, they can ensure that your cutting stays within proscribed limits. But it’s usually
a one-size-fits-all approach, using the same procedures for very different sawing processes. So,
unfortunately, board measurements as collected by most mills don’t reveal the detail needed to
demonstrate the relative benefits of different types of saws.
To determine the cutting accuracy of one saw compared to another, you need to take more
measurements, and those measurements have to capture the effect that leads to lumber grade
loss. In essence, that effect concerns the increasing flexibility of a guided circular saw, as it
extends farther beyond the guide. And the more flexible the saw plate, the more it deflects
when subjected to a lateral force during cutting.

Distance from guide = less precise sawing = lumber grade loss.
A stiffer saw blade reduces sawing inaccuracy, protects grade
and locks in higher prices.
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Here’s how we recommend you compare the sawing
accuracy of alloy steel and stainless steel saws:
For each type of saw, plan on six to 10 boards and six to eight measurements per board
in the zone where saw plate flexibility is at its greatest.
Mark the front, top edge of the cant—with spray paint, for instance. It’s easier than you
might think to confuse top and bottom edges after the boards are cut.
In single arbor machines:
1. Measure the board thicknesses along the edge farthest from the guide (a micrometer is
more effective than a vernier caliper).
2. The saw can bend little in the narrow distance between the edge of the guide pad and the
nearest edge being cut. So, the edge close to the guide will reflect only variation in saw
position and saw kerf.
In double arbor machines:
1. Measure the magnitude of the offset using a side clearance gauge or similar tool.
Measurement of top and bottom edges won’t reveal the effects of saw deflection that lead
to planer skip and grade loss.
2. In horizontal double arbors, you can also consider measuring the top edge of the thickest
piece cut only by the bottom arbor saws.
Take measurements every two to three feet along the board.

Make a histogram of the
measurements for each type
of saw and compare.

Top Edge Board Thickness
Alloy Steel Saws vs. Stainless Steel Saws
Alloy Steel Saws
Run Start, 6" Cut
Board Thickness, inches

Calculate the total standard
deviations and compare them.
The small variance close to
the guide is produced by
differences in saw location and
kerf. Variance away from the
guide includes these factors,
but is dominated by saw
deflection. Don’t use withinboard and between-board
deviations because away from
the guide, both are the effects
of saw deflection.
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Make two simple line charts
that show the results for each
saw in each size or depth of cut
group. Compare them. The lines
representing the stainless steel
saws will deviate less than
those representing the alloy
steel saws. The graphs at right
are from an actual test.
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The Financial Rewards of Cutting Straighter
Are Real And Measurable
Every mill should explore its potential to reduce lumber degrade and decrease target sizes.
The challenge for most is to understand and conduct the right testing. That takes some
time and isn’t easy.
Cal Saw helps mills with the painstaking collection and analysis of board measurements that
can show you your revenue opportunity. Talk to the mill managers and filers with whom
we’ve worked or who’ve undertaken the task themselves. We’ll gladly provide their names
so you can get their views on their testing process and results.

Ordinary alloy steel saws can cost you more
than you ever dreamed
Much more than the price of stainless steel saws.
Stainless steel saws cut the degrade that alloy steel saws produce.
And automatically increase lumber revenue.
Measure the difference and see for yourself.

Let Cal Saw Help You Keep The Money
Not everyone knows how to make a good stainless steel saw. Or how to analyze your lumber
measurements correctly, for your greatest benefit. Contact us to discuss how we do both
better than anyone else.

Please contact us to discuss your mill’s sawing needs or
to request more of our research concerning stainless
steel saws.

Call 888-729-6533 or email stainless@calsaw.com.

721 Brannan Street
San Francisco, California 94103-4971
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